MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: Implementation of DON Acquisition Governance Process Revision Interim Briefing Templates and Probability of Program Success

This memorandum provides attached interim DON Gate Review Core Briefing Templates and Probability of Program Success (PoPS) v2. These documents are effective 60 days from the date of this memorandum, and shall remain effective until a forthcoming update to SECNAV Instruction 5000.2D.

The attached Gate Review Core Briefing Templates apply to all ACAT I and selected ACAT II programs subject to the DON acquisition governance process.

The attached PoPS v2 materials apply to all programs subject to the DON acquisition governance process. PoPS v2 shall be used to develop the sole authoritative program health input for various reviews and resourcing decision tool, or whenever program health is discussed.


David Architzel
Vice Admiral, U.S. Navy
Principal Military Deputy
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